Abstract. We consider the problem of placing a speci ed number p of facilities on the nodes of a given network with two nonnegative edge{ weight functions so as to minimize the diameter of the placement with respect to the rst weight function subject to a diameter{ or sum{ constraint with respect to the second weight function.
Introduction and Basic De nitions
Several fundamental problems in location theory HM79, MF90] involve nding a placement obeying certain \covering" constraints. Generally, the goal of such a location problem is to nd a placement of minimum cost that satis es all the speci ed constraints. The cost of a placement may re ect the price of constructing the network of facilities, or it may re ect the maximum communication cost between any two facilities. Examples of such cost measures are the total edge cost and the diameter respectively.
Finding a placement of su cient generality minimizing even one of these measures is often NP{hard GJ79] . In practice, it is usually the case that a facility location problem involves the minimization of a certain cost measure, subject to budget constraints on other cost measures. The problems considered in this paper can be termed as compact location problems, since we will typically be interested in nding a \compact" placement of facilities. The following is a prototypical compact location problem: Given an undirected edge-weighted complete graph G = (V; E c ), place a speci ed number ? Research supported by Department of Energy under contract W-7405-ENG-36. p of facilities on the nodes of G, with at most one facility per node, so as to minimize some measure of the distances between facilities. This problem has been studied for both diameter and sum objectives RKM In this paper, we study bicriteria compact location problems motivated by practical problems arising in diverse areas such as statistical clustering, pattern recognition, processor allocation and load{balancing.
Preliminaries and Summary of Results
Let G = (V; E c ) be a complete undirected graph with n = jV j nodes and let p (2 p n) be the number of facilities to be placed. We call any subset P V of cardinality p a placement. Given a nonnegative weight{ or cost{ function : E c ! Q, we will use D (P) to denote the diameter of a placement P with respect to ; that is
Similarly, we will let S (P) denote the sum of the distances between facilities in the placement P; that is
We note that the average length of an edge in a placement P equals 2 p(p?1) S (P).
As usual, we say that a nonnegative distance on the edges of G satis es In the sequel we will restrict ourselves to those instances of the problems where the weights on the edges obey the triangle inequality. Given a problem , we use TI-to denote the problem restricted to graphs with edge weights satisfying the triangle inequality. Let 2 fTI-DC-MDP, TI-SC-MDPg. De ne an ( ; ){approximation algorithm for to be a polynomial{time algorithm, which for any instance I of does one of the following: (a) It produces a solution within times the optimal value with respect to the rst distance function ( c ), violating the constraint with respect to the second distance function ( d ) by a factor of at most . (b) It returns the information that no feasible placement exists at all.
Notice that if there is no feasible placement but there is a placement violating the constraint by a factor of at most , an ( ; ){approximation algorithm has the choice of performing either action (a) or (b).
In this paper we study the complexity and approximability of the problems DC-MDP and SC-MDP. We show that, in general, obtaining an ( ; ){ approximation for any xed ; 1 is NP{hard for any of these problems.
We also present e cient approximation algorithms for several of the problems studied, when both edge{weight functions obey the triangle inequality. For TI-DC-MDP problem, we provide a (2; 2){approximation algorithm. We also show that no polynomial time algorithm can provide an ( ;2 ? "){ or (2 ? "; ){ approximation for any xed " > 0 and ; 1, unless P = NP. This result is proved to remain true, even if one xes " 0 > 0 and allows the algorithm to place only 2p=jV j 1=6?" 0 facilities. Our techniques can be extended to devise approximation algorithms for TI-SC-MDP. For this problem, our heuristics provide performance guarantees of (2 ? 2=p; 2) and (2; 2 ? 2=p) respectively. These techniques can also be used to nd e cient approximation algorithms for TI-DC-MDP and TI-SC-MDP when there are node and edge weights. Due to lack of space, the discussion on the node-weighted cases is omitted in this version of the paper.
Related Work
While there has been much work on nding minimum-cost networks (see for example DF85, FG88, Go85, IC+86, LV92, Won80]) for each of the cost measures considered in our bicriteria formulations, there has been relatively little work on approximations for multi-objective network-design. In this direction, BarIlan and Peleg BP91] considered balanced versions of the problem of assigning network centers, where a bound is imposed on the number of nodes that any center can service. Warburton Wa87] has considered multi-objective shortest path problems. We refer the reader to MR+95, RMR + 93] for a detailed survey of the work done in the area of algorithms for bicriteria network design and location theory problems. Other researchers have addressed multi{objective approximation algorithms for problems arising in areas other than network design. This includes research in the areas of computational geometry AF+94], numerical analysis, network design ABP90, KRY93, Fi93] and scheduling ST93].
Due to lack of space the rest of the paper consists of selected proof sketches. We can interchange the roles of c and d in the proof of the last proposition to show that the optimal value of the problem cannot be approximated by a factor of (2 ? "). Moreover, replacing 2 by a suitable function f 2 (2 poly(jV j) ), which given an input length of (jV j) is polynomial time computable, it is easy to see that, if the triangle inequality is not required to hold, there can be no polynomial time approximation with performance ratio O(2 poly(jV j) ) for neither the optimal function value nor the constraint (modulo P = NP). Thus we obtain: Lemma 4. Unless P = NP, for any xed " > 0 and " 0 > 0 there can be no polynomial time approximation algorithm for TI{DC{MDP that is required to place at least 2p=jV j 1=6?" 0 facilities and has a performance guarantee of ( ;2?") for TI-DC-MDP. Here we present an improved heuristic HEUR-FOR-DIA for this problem. This heuristic provides a performance guarantee of (2; 2). In view of Lemma 4, this is the best approximation we can expect to obtain in polynomial time. The heuristic is quite simple. The details of the heuristic are shown in Again, it is not an easy task to nd a placement P satisfying the budget{ constraint or to determine that no such placement exists. Using a reduction from We proceed to present a heuristic for TI-SC-MDP. The main procedure shown in Figure 2 uses the test procedure from Figure 3 . Theorem8. Let I denote any instance of TI{SC{MDP and assume that there is an optimal placement P of diameter OPT(I) = R d (P ). Then HEUR-FOR-SUM with the test procedure test returns a placement P with S c (P) (2?2=p) and D 1 (I)=OPT(I) 2.
Proof: Consider the case when d (e i ) = OPT(I). Since in G i we have deleted only edges e having weight d (e) > OPT(I) and we assume that there is a feasible solution satisfying the budget{constraint, it follows that the bottleneck graph G i must contain a clique C of size p such that S c (C) . Thus the placement P(v) violates the budget{constraint by a factor of at most 2 ? 2=p. Consequently, as the algorithm chooses the placement with P best with the least constraint{violation, it follows that the test{procedure called with G i = bottleneck(G; d ;OPT(I)) will not return a \certi cate of failure".
The placement P best that is produced by the algorithm turns into a clique in G 2 i . Thus the longest edge in the placement with respect to d is at most 2OPT(I). u t
